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Abstrat
We show how to represent a lass of expressions involving disrete sums over partitions
as matrix models. We apply this tehnique to the partition funtions of 2∗ theories, i.e.
Seiberg-Witten theories with the massive hypermultiplet in the adjoint representation.
We onsider theories in four, ve and six dimensions, and obtain new matrix models
respetively of rational, trigonometri and ellipti type. The matrix models for ve- and
six-dimensional U(1) theories are derived from the topologial vertex onstrution related
to urves of genus one and two.
1
1 Introdution
Matrix models have beome an important ingredient of theoretial physis over the last
two deades. The information about the matrix model is enoded in the partition funtion
Z =
∫
DM e− 1~TrV (M), (1)
where the measure DM represents an integral over an appropriate set of N ×N matries
M . The solution of the matrix model is enoded in the spetral urve whih arises from
eigenvalues ondensing in the extrema of the potential V in the large N limit. Taking at
the same time ~ → 0 with the 't Hooft oupling gsN = const, the solution of the matrix
integral is given by oeients Fg whih arise in perturbative expansion in ~ of F = logZ.
In this paper we show how to represent a lass of expressions involving sums over
two-dimensional partitions as matrix models. Suh expressions often arise as partition
funtions of N = 2 supersymmetri gauge theories and topologial strings. In partiular
we will apply this tehnique to so-alled 2∗ theories, i.e. Seiberg-Witten theories with the
massive hypermultiplet in the adjoint representation.
To start with we reall some other relations established between matrix models and
supersymmetri eld theories, and explain how our approah diers from them. First of
all, one suh relation is the Dijkgraaf-Vafa orrespondene [1℄. Aording to this orre-
spondene the low-energy eetive superpotential of N = 1 theory is omputed by the
matrix model, whose potential is identied with the tree level superpotential. While im-
mense amount of work has been done to verify and apply this orrespondene in the N = 1
ontext, it is also possible to extrat from it some information about N = 2 theories. To
do that one has to onsider N = 2 theory broken to N = 1 by a superpotential treated as
a perturbation, adjust the superpotential in a way whih allows to hoose a relevant point
in the Coulomb branh, apply the Dijkgraaf-Vafa onjeture for the N = 1 situation and
eventually identify ertain parameters and set the deformation to zero to get N = 2 data
[2℄. In this way the prepotential F0 of N = 2 theories and its gravitational orretion F1
have been obtained from matrix model alulations in some ases [3, 4, 5℄.
The results of Dijkgraaf of Vafa allow us to get the information related to F-terms
in N = 1 theories due to underlying holomorphiity. Another setor of these theories is
enoded in D-terms whose full determination would require going beyond the holomorphi
regime. Nonetheless just the holomorphi information is suient to solve more rigid, but
still non-trivial N = 2 theories [6, 7℄. Seiberg-Witten solution of these theories is enoded
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in a family of Seiberg-Witten urves. The researh in this diretion ulminated in the
derivation of the Nekrasov partition funtion [8, 9℄ for N = 2 theories. These partition
funtions ZNekrasov arise from the loalization and are given by sums over two-dimensional
partitions whih label instanton ongurations. They an be expanded as
ZNekrasov = e
P∞
g=0 Fg~
2g−2
and apart from the prepotential F0 they also enode the whole series of gravitational
orretions Fg.
Gauge theories with N = 2 supersymmetry are also intimately related to string theory
on loal Calabi-Yau manifolds via geometri engineering [10℄. In partiular partition fun-
tions of the large radius A-model topologial strings on tori Calabi-Yau manifolds agree
with Nekrasov partition funtions for 5-dimensional gauge theories upon appropriate iden-
tiation of parameters, and redue to 4-dimensional result in a proper limit [11, 12, 13, 14℄.
As the problem of omputing the large radius topologial string partition funtions on tori
manifolds is essentially solved by the topologial vertex theory [15, 16℄, so are the orre-
sponding gauge theories whih an be geometrially engineered. In this orrespondene
the Seiberg-Witten urve is enoded in the target spae of the mirror B-model geometry.
More generally, eah tori threefold enoded in the diagram onstruted from topologial
verties is dual to a geometry based on a orresponding Riemann surfae.
One immediately noties similarities between matrix models, N = 2 theories, and
topologial strings. In eah system there is a Riemann surfae whih governs the solution:
the spetral urve, the Seiberg-Witten, and the urve in the B-model target spae. It is
advantageous to relate expliitly gauge theories and topologial strings to matrix models,
both oneptually, as well as with a hope to apply tehniques from one side of suh an
equivalene to the other side. The Dijkgraaf-Vafa orrespondene an be regarded as one
suh possibility. However this allows to obtain only F0 and F1 data from the orresponding
matrix model F0 and F1, while for g ≥ 2 gauge theory Fg's do not agree with matrix model
Fg's [4, 17℄. Moreover this lowest genus N = 2 answer is not expliitly given by the matrix
integral in this ase, but it arises only after ertain identiations of parameters. We also
note that the idea of -deformation was advaned [18℄ to relate the all genus partition
funtion of the matrix model, inluding non-planar diagrams, to the superpotential of the
deformed gauge theory, however this is not immediately helpful from the matrix model
point of view on gravitational orretions to the N = 2 theories.
Another onnetion between matrix models and gauge theories or topologial strings
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is provided by the formalism of Eynard and Orantin. In [19℄ they showed how to solve
the loop equations and derived a reursive proedure to get orrelation funtions and the
partition funtion of a matrix model. In fat, this reursion and its solution is determined
by the spetral urve and the assoiated dierential alone. One an therefore start with
any urve and a dierential and derive the orresponding set of sympleti invariants,
without the knowledge of the matrix model, or even without the underlying matrix model.
It was indeed heked in [20℄ that suh invariants, omputed for a Seiberg-Witten urve or
a B-model urve, agree with gauge theory and topologial string invariants. However this
relation to matrix models is not expliit, and the lak of the matrix model potential still
prevents one from onsidering phenomena suh as eigenvalue tunelling.
In this paper we take yet another approah and present how partition funtions of a
ertain lass of gauge theories and topologial strings an be written as matrix models.
A rst step in this diretion was taken in [21℄, where a matrix model for bundles over P
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was written down. This result was onrmed in [22℄, where in more general ontext the
Planherel measure was rewritten as a matrix model. In [23℄ these results were generalized
to pure SU(n), N = 2 theories in 4 and 5 dimensions. In 5-dimensional ase it was also
possible to take into aount Chern-Simons terms, whih gave rise to more ompliated
tori geometries and multi-matrix models.
The matrix models whih we derive here and those in [23℄ in priniple enode all
gauge theory amplitudes Fg for arbitrary g, without a need of taking any speial limit or
identiation of parameters. The prie for that is quite involved form of the matrix model
potentials: while to get the orret F0 and F1 in the Dijkgraaf-Vafa ase it is suient to
hoose a polynomial of order (n+1) (to make eigenvalues ondense in n extrema and give
rise to the genus (n− 1) Seiberg-Witten urve), the potentials whih we derive abound in
polylogarithms and their quantum generalizations. Of ourse these new potentials have the
orret number of extrema to give rise to the urve of the appropriate genus (it was heked
expliitly in [23℄ that the matrix model spetral urve agrees with the Seiberg-Witten urve
for the pure SU(2) theory).
In a wider ontext, in this paper we present a more general method of turning into
matrix models ertain expressions given by sums over partitions. This method is based
on the (last line of the) formula (4). We use this method in a partiular ase of N = 2∗
theories. The matrix models whih we derive for suh theories in various dimensions are
given by formulae (10), (13), (20), and (25).
The plan of the paper is as follows. In setion 2 a onstrution of matrix models for
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a lass of expressions involving disrete sums over partitions is presented. In setion 3
partition funtions of 4-dimensional 2∗ theories, obtained from instanton sums, are refor-
mulated as matrix models. In setion 4 a matrix model is derived for a partition funtion of
the 5-dimensional theory obtained from the topologial vertex alulus and related to the
genus one urve. In setion 5 we derive a matrix model for 6-dimensional theory, related
to the genus two urve. Setion 6 ontains onlusions and disussion.
2 The hook length formula and matrix models
In this setion we explain how to onstrut matrix models enoding disrete sums over
partitions, with arbitrary dependene on the hook lengths. While the general idea of
turning disrete sums into matrix integrals is the same as in [22, 23℄, here we generalize it
to a wide lass of expressions. Suh expressions arise in partiular as partition funtions
of supersymmetri theories and topologial strings. In the following setions we apply this
method to the ase of N = 2∗ theories in various dimensions.
To start with we x some notation. For a partition R = (R1, R2, . . . , RN), with R1 ≥
R2 ≥ . . . RN ≥ 0, we dene
hi = Ri − i+N, (2)
whih onstitute a stritly dereasing sequene. The hook length of a box  = (i, j) ∈ R
(with i and j denoting respetively the row and the olumn of a box) is dened as
h() = Ri +R
t
j − i− j + 1, (3)
where Rt is a transposed matrix.
We now present a formula whih is a basis of many alulations in what follows. For a
funtion ϕ suh that ϕ(n) 6= 0 for n 6= 0 we have
∏
∈R
1
ϕ(h())
=
∏
1≤i<j<∞
ϕ(Ri − Rj − i+ j)
ϕ(j − i) =
∏
1≤i<j<∞
ϕ(hi − hj)
ϕ(j − i) =
=
( ∏
1≤i<j≤N
ϕ(hi − hj)
ϕ(j − i)
)( N∏
j=1
Rj∏
k=1
1
ϕ(k − j +N)
)
=
=
( ∏
1≤i<j≤N
ϕ(hi − hj)
)( N∏
j=1
hj∏
k=1
1
ϕ(k)
)
. (4)
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The equalities in the rst two lines were derived and used (among the others) in [12, 13℄.
This is however the third line whih immediately allows to relate expressions involving
produts over hook lengths with matrix models, and whih we use repeatedly in next
setions. To go from the seond to the third line we notie that the rst produt in the
denominator an be rewritten as
∏
1≤i<j≤N ϕ(j − i) =
∏N−1
j=1
[
ϕ(1) · · ·ϕ(j)]. Then eah
expression in the square braket ombines with one of the produts
∏Rj
k=1 ϕ(k − j + N)
into the produt of the form
∏hj
k=1 ϕ(k). In total we get N suh expressions, eah one for
xed j = 1, . . . , N .
We are interested in deriving matrix models orresponding to the sums over partitions
involving produts of the above type. To nd suh models we rst trunate sums over all
partitions to sum over partitions of a xed number of N rows. Then we use the formula
(4) to replae the dependene on hook lengths by the dependene on hi dened in (2). The
rst fator in the third line
∏
ϕ(hi−hj) turns into some generalization of the Vandermonde
determinant and beomes a part of the integration measure, while the produt
∏hj
k=1
1
ϕ(k)
gives rise to the matrix model potential V (after writing it as an exponential). The produt∏N
j=1 represents the trae. We rewrite the above sum as ontinuous integrals by introduing
an auxiliary funtion with poles in all integer values of hi and treating ui = ~hi (or
equivalently ui = −gshi in ve- and six-dimensional ases) as ontinuous matrix eigenvalus
in the 't Hooft limit
~→ 0, N →∞, ~N = const. (5)
Beause of the resaling of hi, the dependene on ~ (or gs) appears not only in front of
the potential term in (1) but it also enters the potential in a nontrivial way. We therefore
expand the potentials in a series in ~ (or gs), in partiular in order to identify the lowest
order terms whih survive the 't Hooft limit.
Example 1: for R = (6, 3, 1, 1) one an hek the formula (4) expliitly, substituting in
this ase (h1, h2, h3, h4) = (9, 5, 2, 1) and the following hook lengths of all boxes:
9 6 5 3 2 1
5 2 1
2
1
Example 2: for ϕ(x) = x2 the produt over hook lengths reprodues the Planherel
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measure [22℄. The equality (4) implies then
∑
R
∏
∈R
1
h()2
=
1
N !
∑
h1,...,hN
∏
1≤i<j≤N
(hi − hj)2
N∏
j=1
1
hj ! 2
. (6)
Introduing ui = ~hi allows to write this as a (ontinuous) matrix model, with the Van-
dermonde determinant arising from the produt
∏
(hi − hj)2, and the potential given by
the logarithm of the Γ funtion (whih arises as the analyti ontinuation of the fatorial).
This way we immediately reover the results of [22℄.
3 4-dimensional theories
In this setion we derive a matrix model for 4-dimensional 2∗ theory. This theory an
be onstruted from N = 4 theory by adding mass m to the hypermultiplet. This theory
has a mirosopi oupling τ0, and the assoiated parameter Q = e
2πiτ0
an be used in
instanton ounting. We also use the following notation:
Q = e−T , m = ~µ, ui = ~hi. (7)
In general in what follows hi will be dened as in (2), while ui will beome a ontinuous
parameter after taking the limit (5).
First we onsider U(1) theory, or more preisely its twisted version, for whih the
partition funtion loalizes on instanton ongurations labeled by partitions R. It was
shown in [9℄ that this partition funtion an be written as a sum over partitions
Z
U(1)
4d =
∑
R
Q|R|
∏
∈R
h()2 − µ2
h()2
. (8)
In this ase eah summand is a produt over all boxes of R and the dependene on eah
box is only via the hook length. Identifying ϕ
U(1)
4d (x) =
x2
x2−µ2
we an now use our hook
length formula. The rst fator in (4) beomes
∏
1≤i<j≤N
ϕ
U(1)
4d (hi − hj) =
∏
1≤i<j≤N
(hi − hj)2
(hi − hj − µ)(hi − hj + µ) =
N∏
i 6=j
hi − hj
hi − hj − µ.
Using
∏h
k=1(k + µ) =
Γ(µ+h+1)
Γ(µ+1)
we nd the ontribution to the potential
h∏
k=1
k2 − µ2
k2
=
Γ(1 + h+ µ) Γ(1 + h− µ)
Γ(1 + µ) Γ(1− µ) Γ(1 + h)2 .
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To replae sums by integrals over matrix eigenvalus, we introdue the funtion [22, 23℄
f(x) = −xΓ(−x)Γ(x)e−iπx = pie
−iπx
sin(pix)
,
whih has simple poles at all integer values of the argument. To nd expansion of the po-
tential in ~ we also make use of the expansion of the digamma funtion (i.e. the logarithmi
derivative of the Γ funtion)
ψ(x) =
d
dx
log Γ(x) = − 1
2x
+ log x−
∞∑
m=1
B2m
2mx2m
, (9)
where B2m are Bernoulli numbers.
Combining the above, and writing the seond fator in equation (4) as an exponent,
we obtain the matrix model of the form (1) with
DMU(1)4d =
N∏
k=1
duk
N∏
i 6=j
ui − uj
ui − uj −m (10)
V
U(1)
4d (u) = Tu+ u log
u2
u2 −m2 +m log
u−m
u+m
+
+
~
2
log
u2
u2 −m2 +
∞∑
k=1
B2k~
2k
2k(1− 2k)
( 1
(u+m)2k−1
+
1
(u−m)2k−1 −
2
u2k−1
)
.
As expeted the matrix model measure turns out to be a mass deformation of the
Vandermonde determinant. The terms in the rst line of the potential are the only terms
essential in the planar limit and are shown in gure 1. The terms in the last line are
proportional to higher powers of ~ and vanish in the limit (5).
Now we onsider a generalization of the above result to U(n) theory. A partiular
point on the Coulomb branh we are interested in is speied by the values al = ~pl and
we introdue alk = al − ak. The instanton part of the partition funtion for U(n) theory
with the adjoint hypermultiplet reads [8, 9℄
Z
U(n)
4d =
∑
~R=(R(1),...,R(n))
Q|
~R|Z~R,
Z~R =
∏
(l,i)6=(k,j)
alk + ~(R
(l)
i − R(k)j + j − i)
alk + ~(j − i)
alk +m+ ~(j − i)
alk +m+ ~(R
(l)
i −R(k)j + j − i)
. (11)
This partition funtion involves a summation over n partitions R(k) and expliitly is
not of the form (4). To deal with it we perform the same trik as in [23℄. For eah partition
8
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Figure 1: Planar limit of the matrix model potential for 4-dimensional, U(1), 2∗ theory.
R(k) we introdue h
(k)
i dened as a slight generalization of (2),
h
(k)
i = Ri − i+N + pk,
and then onatenate
hi=1,...,nN = (h
(1)
1 , . . . , h
(1)
N , h
(2)
1 , . . . , h
(2)
N , . . . . . . , h
(n)
1 , . . . , h
(n)
N ). (12)
This eetively leads to the one-matrix model with eigenvalues ui = ~hi. After manipula-
tions similar to those in [23℄, we obtain the matrix model of the form (1) with
DMU(n)4d =
nN∏
k=1
duk
N∏
i 6=j
ui − uj
ui − uj −m (13)
V
U(n)
4d (u) = Tu+
n∑
l=1
[
(u− al) log (u− al)
2
(u− al)2 −m2 +m log
u− al −m
u− al +m +
+
∞∑
k=1
B2k~
2k
2k(1− 2k)
( 1
(u− al +m)2k−1 +
1
(u− al −m)2k−1 −
2
(u− al)2k−1
)
+
+
~
2
log
(u− al)2
(u− al)2 −m2
]
.
Again the measure is a mass deformation of the Vandermonde determinant, and only
the terms in the rst line of V
U(n)
4d (u), shown in gure 2, ontribute in the planar limit.
In priniple one ould generalize the above 4-dimensional matrix model to 5 and 6 di-
mensions by replaing the instanton fator in (11) by its trigonometri and ellipti ounter-
parts [9, 12℄. This would lead to the orresponding generalizations of (13). In what follows
9
we will onsider suh generalizations only for U(1) theory, using the results obtained from
the topologial vertex omputations and stressing the relation of these theories to genus
one and two urves.
-10 -5 5 10
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Figure 2: Planar limit of the matrix model potential for 4-dimensional, U(3), 2∗ theory.
4 5-dimensional U(1) theory
In this setion we onsider 5-dimensional U(1) theory ompatied on a irle of size β,
taking the advantage of the topologial vertex omputations presented in [12℄. Following
the topologial string onvention, we use the parameter gs instead of ~, as well as
q = e−gs, qhi = e−gshi, ui = −gshi,
with ui referring to the ontinuum matrix model ounterpart of hi dened in (2). We also
use the following notation for the deformed quantities
[h] = q−h/2 − qh/2, [h]! =
h∏
i=1
(q−i/2 − qi/2).
The instanton part of the partition funtion is related to the (p, q) ve-brane web or
the topologial vertex diagram shown in gure 3. Two Kähler parameter of this diagram,
T and Tm, relate to the gauge oupling τ0 and the hypermultiplet mass m, so that
Qm = e
−Tm = eβm, Q = e−T = Q−1m e
2πiτ0 . (14)
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Figure 3: Geometri realization of the 5-dimensional, 2∗, U(1) theory in terms
of the periodi topologial vertex diagram. Slashes on horizontal legs denote
their identiation along a irle.
The instanton partition funtion enoded in the diagram in gure 3 is given in terms
of the topologial vertex as
Z
U(1)
5d =
∑
P,R
(−Q)|R|(−Qm)|P |C•P tR(q)CPRt•(q),
with the amplitude CPQR derived in [15℄. This partition funtion was manipulated in [12℄
to the form
Z
U(1)
5d =
∑
R
Q|R|
∏
∈R
(1−Qmqh())(1−Qmq−h())
(1− qh())(1− q−h()) (15)
This expression is expliitly of the form (4). If we dene
ϕ
U(1)
5d (x,Q) =
(1− qx)(1− q−x)
(1−Qqx)(1−Qq−x) , (16)
a straightforward omputation gives
∏
1≤i<j≤N
ϕ
U(1)
5d (hi − hj, Qm) = e−
TmN(N−1)
2
N∏
i 6=j
sinh
ui−uj
2
sinh
ui−uj−Tm
2
. (17)
This gives rise to the measure of the matrix model we are after.
To derive a matrix model potential we use similar tools as in [22, 23℄. We write the
quantum dilogarithm as
g(x) =
∞∏
i=1
(1− x−1qi).
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It vanishes g(qh) = 0 for h a positive integer, and at suh points its derivative is
g′(qh) = −g(1)
2eiπhq−h(h−1)/2
qh(1− qh)g(q−h) .
Therefore the following funtion has simple poles with residue 1 for x = qh with h ∈ N
fq(x) = − g(1)
2e
− ipi
gs
logx
e
(log x)2
2gs
(1− x)√xg(x)g(x−1) .
Let us also note that for x = ql
[l]! = q−l(l+1)/4
g(1)
g(x−1)
,
1
([l − p]!)2 =
g(x−1qp)2
g(1)2
exp
( 1
2 log q
log(xq−p) log(xq−p+1)
)
.
Also note [22℄ that to get the expansion of the potential in gs one needs
log g(x) = − 1
gs
∞∑
m=0
Li2−m(x
−1)
Bmg
m
s
m!
,
and in onsequene, for qh ≡ eu, we have
h∏
k=1
(1−Qqk) = g
(
1
Q
)
g
(
1
Qeu
) = e− 1gs P∞m=0 gms Bmm!
(
Li2−m(Q)−Li2−m(Qeu)
)
. (18)
Combining the above, the potential for 5-dimensional theory arises from the following
ontribution to the formula (4)
h∏
k=1
1
ϕ
U(1)
5d (k,Qm)
= Qhm
g(Qm)g(Q
−1
m )
g(1)2
e
− 1
gs
P∞
m=0
gms Bm
m!
(
2Li2−m(eu)−Li2−m(Qmeu)−Li2−m(Q
−1
m e
u)
)
.
(19)
To onlude, rewriting the expression (15) using the above manipulations, and up to
overall onstants, we get the matrix model expression of the form (1), with ~ replaed by
gs, and with
DMU(1)5d =
N∏
k=1
duk
N∏
i 6=j
sinh
ui−uj
2
sinh
ui−uj−Tm
2
(20)
V
U(1)
5d (u) = −u(T + Tm) + 2 Li2(eu)− Li2(Qmeu)− Li2(Q−1m eu) +
+gsu+
gs
2
log
(1− eu)2
(1−Qmeu)(q −Q−1m eu)
+
+
∞∑
k=1
B2kg
2k
s
(2k)!
(
2 Li2(1−k)(e
u)− Li2(1−k)(Qmeu)− Li2(1−k)(Q−1m eu)
)
.
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As expeted the measure of this matrix model is the trigonometri and massive defor-
mation of the Vandermonde determinant. The rst line of the potential V
U(1)
5d (u) ontains
the only terms whih ontribute in the planar limit, whih are shown in gure 4.
-2 -1 1 2
u
-1.0
-0.5
0.5
1.0
1.5
VHuL
Figure 4: Planar limit of the matrix model potential for 5-dimensional, U(1), 2∗ theory.
5 6-dimensional U(1) theory
Generalization of the U(1), 2∗ theory to 6 dimensions an be understood in terms of
the tori diagram with two periodi diretions, representing the urve of genus 2, as shown
in gure 5. In addition to parameters Q and Qm introdued in (14) and relevant for the
situation in gure 3, now there is an additional Kähler parameter
Q1 = e
−T1 .
The rest of the notation is the same as in setion 4.
Instanton partition funtion for 6-dimensional theory with U(1) gauge group, related
to the above genus two surfae, is given by the topologial vertex amplitude
Z
U(1)
6d =
∑
P,R,S
(−Q)|R|(−Qm)|P |(−Q1)|S|CPRS(q)CP tRtSt(q).
13
Figure 5: Geometri realization of the 6-dimensional, 2∗, U(1) theory in terms
of the doubly periodi topologial vertex diagram. Slashes on horizontal and
vertial legs denote their identiation along a irle.
This expression was manipulated in [12℄ to the following form
Z
U(1)
6d =
∑
R
Q|R|
∏
∈R
(1−Qmqh())(1−Qmq−h())
(1− qh())(1− q−h()) × (21)
×
∞∏
k=1
(1−QkρQmqh())(1−QkρQmq−h())(1−QkρQ−1m qh())(1−QkρQ−1m q−h())
(1−Qkρqh())2(1−Qkρq−h())2
.
where
Qρ = Q1Qm.
This again involves summands of the form (4) whih allows to make ontat with matrix
models. We dene
ϕ
U(1)
6d (x) = ϕ
U(1)
5d (x,Qm)
∞∏
k=1
(1−Qkρqx)2(1−Qkρq−x)2
(1−QkρQmqx)(1−QkρQmq−x)(1−QkρQ−1m qx)(1−QkρQ−1m q−x)
,
(22)
with ϕ
U(1)
5d (x,Qm) given in (16).
The measure of the 6-dimensional matrix model arises from the familiar by now prod-
uts over ϕ
U(1)
6d (hi − hj), whih after some manipulations beome
∏
1≤i<j≤N
ϕ
U(1)
6d (hi − hj) = e−TmN(N−1)
N∏
i 6=j
θ1(q
hi−hj |Qρ)
θ1(Qmqhi−hj |Qρ) (23)
with the notation
θ1(t|Q) = i
∑
n∈Z
(−1)nQn(n+1)2 + 18 tn+ 12 .
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The manipulations neessary to get the above measure inlude in partiular replaing
innite produts over k in ϕ
U(1)
6d by the theta funtion using the following form of the
Jaobi triple produt identity
∞∏
k=1
(1−Qkt)(1−Qkt−1)(1−Qk) = θ1(t|Q)
iQ1/8(t1/2 − t−1/2) .
The matrix model potential arises from the terms of the form
∞∏
l=1
h∏
k=1
1−Qlqk
1−Qlq−k =
[ ∞∏
l=1
(−Ql)hq−h(h+1)2 g(Q
−l)
g(Ql)
]
e
− 1
gs
P∞
k=0
gks Bk
k!
L3−k(q
h,Q)
,
where we introdued the quantum polylogarithm
LN+1(x,Q) =
∑
n∈Z6=0
x|n|
(1−Qn)|n|N . (24)
Speial ases of this funtion inlude the quantum dilogarithm L2 onsidered in [24℄, as
well as the quantum trilogarithm L3 whih appears in [25, 26, 27℄.
Colleting the above results, and after some more algebrai manipulations, we obtain
the 6-dimensional matrix model
DMU(1)6d =
N∏
k=1
duk
N∏
i 6=j
θ1(e
ui−uj |Qρ)
θ1(eui−uj−Tm|Qρ) (25)
V
U(1)
6d (u) = −u(T + Tm) + gsu+
∞∑
k=0
Bkg
k
s
(k)!
(
2 Li2−k(e
u)− Li2−k(Qmeu)− Li2−k(Q−1m eu)
−2L3−k(eu, Qρ) + L3−k(Qmeu, Qρ) + L3−k(Q−1m eu, Qρ)
)
.
The measure of this potential is the expeted ellipti and massive generalization har-
ateristi for ompatied 6-dimensional theories [12, 27℄. In the planar limit only the
terms in V
U(1)
6d (u) proportional to g
0
s ∼ 1 ontribute, i.e. only the linear term and the rst
term for k = 0 from the innite sum, whih involves the dilogarithms Li2 and quantum
trilogarithms L3.
6 Disussion
In this paper we derived matrix models for 2∗ theories in 4, 5 and 6 dimensions starting
from expressions for partition funtions obtained from instanton ounting or topologial
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vertex alulations. The measure of these matrix models is respetively of rational, trigono-
metri and ellipti type and inludes also the massive deformation. The potentials are quite
involved, and their expansion in ~ (or gs) involves ordinary and quantum polylogarithms.
Our matrix models an also be regarded as omplementing the results of [12℄. In
that paper matrix models, topologial vertex alulations and ellipti genera were related
to eah other, also in the ontext of 2∗ theories. The matrix models disussed there are
however of Dijkgraaf-Vafa type and are obtained starting from 1∗ theory, i.e. N = 1 theory
with three adjoint hiral superelds Φi=1,2,3 of mass m and the tree-level superpotential
Tr(Φ1[Φ2,Φ3]). As explained in the introdution in this ase there are diulties in relating
higher genus matrix model Fg to gauge theory amplitudes Fg. In ontrary, by the very
onstrution, the matrix models for 2∗ derived here expliitly enode all gauge theory Fg.
It is natural to expet that the method we used an still be generalized. An interesting
feature of the matrix models presented here is the fat that the formula (4) implies that
both the measure and the potential of the matrix model are enoded and derived from the
same funtion ϕ. To obtain matrix models in yet more general situations would require
relaxing this feature. One aim of this program would be to onvert into matrix models
topologial string partition funtions for loal Calabi-Yau manifolds enoded in arbitrary
tori diagrams.
On the other hand, the use of the formula (4) is not limited to the gauge theory or
topologial string partition funtions, and with its help matrix models ould be derived
for other interesting physial and mathematial systems. Some suh appliations related
to the simplest ase of the Planherel measure in the formula (6) were disussed in [22℄.
As for the next-to-simplest ase of the 4-dimensional 2∗ theory (8) let us just note, that
some interest aroused in the eld of enumerative ombinatoris [28, 29℄ due to the formula
found by Nekrasov and Okounkov in [9℄
Z
U(1)
4d =
∞∏
n=1
(1−Qn)µ2−1.
It would be interesting to see how ombinatorial features of this formula relate to the
ombinatoris of diagrams of the matrix model (10).
Our results should also be of interest from several other points of view. On one hand,
Seiberg-Witten theories with matter, inluding SU(2), 2∗ theory in 4 dimensions, were
onsidered reently in [30℄ from the viewpoint of holomorphiity and modularity. Also the
relation to the formalism of Eynard-Orantin was disussed there. Relating matrix models
derived here to those results would be an interesting hek of all these approahes.
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On the other hand, N = 2 theories in various dimensions are related to integrable
systems. In 4, 5 and 6 dimensions theories these are respetively Calogero-Moser system
[31℄, Ruijsenaars-Shneider system [32, 33℄, and their generalization onsidered in [12, 34℄.
Reently the new viewpoint on the relation to integrable systems was given in [27℄. It
would be of interest to understand relations between matrix models derived here and
those integrable systems.
2∗ theories with U(1) gauge group in 5 and 6 dimensions, whih orrespond to tori
geometries representing urves of genus one and two, were also onsidered reently in the
ontext of the rened vertex [35℄ and related to ylindri partitions [36, 37℄. One might
wonder if there is any way of obtaining suh a rened information from more general matrix
models.
Finally, the genus two urve relevant for 6-dimensional U(1) theory arises also in the
ontext of dyon ounting in N = 4 string theory [38, 39℄. The dyon ounting funtion
is given by the Igusa usp form of weight 10, and in [40℄ it was shown to arise also as
the genus one ontribution to the partition funtion for the genus two urve. Finding any
relations between both these systems, as well as between matrix models derived here and
D-modules analyzed in [40, 41℄, is ertainly worth more eort.
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